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VISIONAIRE Patient Matched Instrumentation is a patient specific product that requires MRI and X-Ray to produce. The images are used to create a cutting block for knee arthroplasty designed for that specific patient.

Some benefits of VISIONAIRE include:

• Less invasive procedure for patients
• Potentially less blood loss
• Shortens surgery time
• Improves implant alignment
• Reduced instrumentation needed for surgery

The foundation of a VISIONAIRE case is the patient imaging data submitted to Smith & Nephew by approved imaging centers. The submitted imaging data contains patient information, the security of which is of the utmost importance to Smith & Nephew. As a result, Smith & Nephew is committed to keeping patient information private and protected from the point of submission through to data archival following shipment of the patient matched instrumentation.

Smith & Nephew maintains several measures to ensure the security of submitted patient imaging data. The following process flow (Figure 1) and associated bullet points outline some of the key security points for data submitted for the purpose of the design and manufacture of VISIONAIRE Patient Matched Cutting Blocks:
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• Access to the VISIONAIRE™ website is password-protected.
• Image data is submitted to the VISIONAIRE website by an approved imaging center via a secure encrypted upload.
• The website is hosted by a third-party vendor (RackSpace™) protected by a Cisco ASA firewall. Access to the stored data is password protected and the hosting vendor is Safe Harbor certified with respect to data protection.
• Data transfer from the website server is also encrypted and passes through a further firewall upon entering Smith & Nephew servers.
• Image data is stored on an access controlled standalone file store.
• Transfer of data within the Smith & Nephew environment utilizes Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) providing a highly secure networking environment, and minimizing the risks associated with many potential threats.
• Patient medical data is only used to design, construct and deliver the VISIONAIRE Patient Matched Instrumentation. Only individuals actively involved in this endeavor have access to this data via password-protected access to the Smith & Nephew network.
• Data used in the processing of VISIONAIRE Technology cases is stored indefinitely.

Smith & Nephew strives to maintain a robust and secure infrastructure for the receiving, processing and storage of patient imaging data. Should you require more detailed information regarding security of data, please contact VISIONAIRE Support at 1-800-262-3536 option #1 (7am to 6pm CST), or email VISIONAIRESupport@smith-nephew.com for more information.